
PC 6.2: Reliability Validation and Sustainment of Direct-write Printed RF Devices 

Additive manufacturing (AM) methods to fabricate and repair printed hybrid electronic (PHE) components and 
interconnect systems are opening up compelling opportunities in 3D curvilinear architectures for printing RF 
components and interconnections. However, significant technical challenges remain that must be overcome in order to 
develop practical techniques for assuring consistently reliable outcomes. Some of the important RF technology 
applications where new process development efforts are needed for successful deployment of additive manufacturing 
methods are: (a) PIN Diodes (die encapsulation and conductive ink interconnections); (b) Broadband Bias Inductors 
(printed winding on conical ferrite core); (c) Coupling Transformers (printed core and windings); (d) Direct-write 
Interconnect-over-Fillet (IoF) architecture for mmW MIS Capacitors. New AM methods are needed to fabricate these 
RF components and interconnection systems in a repeatable, affordable, robust, reliable, and sustainable manner. In 
particular, the printing technology for the conical bias inductors will be transferred from the research community to 
NextFlex’s NY node. When fabricating high-performance RF circuitry for performance up to 40 GHz, direct-write 
printed versions have the potential to provide a distinct advantage over traditional components by offering smaller form 
factors and unique conductor/dielectric material formulations. The agglomerated micromorphology of printed 
conductors poses a challenge to RF performance at high frequencies, but satisfactory RF performance has been 
demonstrated in selected pilot studies. However, the robustness and reliability of such printed structures have not been 
sufficiently investigated and demonstrated. 

The objective of this project is to develop and demonstrate AM processing methods that can consistently and repeatably 
print high-quality and high-reliability outcomes for the four candidate RF technologies listed above. This will be done 
through physics-based approach to process quality assurance, product reliability validation, and repairability 
investigation. The lessons learned will be used for availability projections and implementation of sustainment programs. 

We have recently demonstrated Aerosol Jet (AJ) based and syringe deposition based 3-D printing methods to develop 
and demonstrate proof-of-concept versions of the four AM RF PHE technologies identified above. Both the AJ-based 
and syringe-based 3D printing processes applied here are capable of printing conductive traces with 40 μm (or 1.57 
mil) pitch and 20 μm (or 0.78 mil) width. Also, both methods can be used to print dielectric structures of complex 
geometries. Preliminary testing has shown good potential for stability of basic printed trace structures in thermal 
cycling and adhesion tests. However, preliminary evidence reveals that some of the geometrically complex 
components and interconnection structures pose challenges for repeatable and consistent process quality. In this 
proposal, efforts will be undertaken to mature these technologies by improving our fundamental scientific 
understanding of material-process-structure-performance relationships. Reliability is defined here as sustained 
performance over the life cycle of the product as the product continues to be subjected to multi-physics life-cycle 
stresses, such as temperature excursions, static and dynamic mechanical stresses, electrical stresses, and humidity. 



 


